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  MOTHER’S DAY

Mother’s Day is on the second Sunday in May. 
This year, it’s on May 8th. So you can’t get peonies 
in the gardens or lilies-of-the-valley in the 
forests. But look around. There are lots of other 
flowers, too!

Match English to Czech.

TASK

1
  MATCH

1. peony a. pomněnka

2. lily-of-the -valley b. pivoňka

3. field pansy c. maceška polní

4. forget-me-not d. konvalinka

English Czech
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Where do these flowers grow? Write.

a. Peonies grow ________________________

b. Lilies-of-the -valley grow ______________

c. Field pansies grow ___________________

d. Forget-me-nots grow _________________

  WRITE TASK
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Field pansy: Starting in April, and then 
all May and June, you can find lovely field 
pansies in or near fields. They are a mix of 
colours: yellow, blue, cream, orange and 
violet. Some kinds also smell nice. They can 
grow4 in your garden, too.

Flowers  
for Mothers

  VOCABULARY

1 meadow [medəʊ] – louka | 2 tender [tendə] – něžný | 3 to smell [smel] – vonět | 4 to grow [ɡrəʊ] – růst 
5 bear’s garlic [beəs ɡɑːlɪk] – medvědí česnek | 6 strong [strɒŋ] – silný

Mothers love flowers, 
and there are lots of nice 
flowers in May. Just look 
at the gardens, forests, 
fields and meadows1!

Field

Lily-of-the-valley: At the end of May, 
you can find lilies-of-the-valley in the forest. 
Their leaves look like bear’s garlic5, but they 
smell very different! The little white flowers 
have a beautiful smell, but it’s really strong6. 
So, don’t keep lilies-of-the-valley in your 
bedroom. They aren’t good for your sleep.

Forest 

Peony: Peonies usually flower in gardens 
at the end of May and the beginning of 
June. They look and smell a bit like roses. 
Peonies can be white, light pink, dark pink 
and dark red. 

Garden

Forget-me-not: You can find forget-
me-nots all May and June in meadows, 
often near water. Cut them for your mum 
if she likes tender2, blue flowers. They 
don’t smell3, but need lots of water, so put 
them in a vase soon! 

Meadow 


